ISCHAEMIC HEART DISEASE

Low molecular weight heparin to treat pulmonary embolism ► In a meta-analysis of 12 trials, low molecular weight heparin was associated with a non-significant decrease in recurrent symptomatic venous thromboembolism at the end of treatment (1.4% vs 2.4%; odds ratio (OR) 0.63, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.33 to 1.18) and at three months (3.0% vs 4.4%; OR 0.68, 95% CI 0.42 to 1.09) compared to unfractionated heparin. Similar estimates were obtained for patients who presented with symptomatic pulmonary embolism (1.7% vs 2.3%; OR 0.72, 95% CI 0.35 to 1.48) or asymptomatic pulmonary embolism (1.2% vs 3.2%; OR 0.53, 95% CI 0.15 to 1.88). For major bleeding complications, the odds ratio favoring low molecular weight heparin (1.3% vs 2.1%, OR 0.67, 95% CI 0.36 to 1.27) was also not significant. This suggests that low molecular weight heparin is probably a safer alternative for the treatment of pulmonary as well as deep vein thrombosis.


Warfarin for six months removes atrial appendage thrombus in 25% ► Among 219 candidates for percutaneous mitral commissurotomy (PTMC) with left atrial thrombus (mean age 39.6 (7.4) years) complete resolution of thrombus was demonstrated in 53 patients (24.2%), who subsequently underwent successful PTMC. In another 166 patients, the thrombus size was reduced by 24% (p < 0.001). No thrombus resolution was observed in the 27 patients with a left atrial body thrombus. Eighteen patients had minor bleeding. The significant predictors of thrombus resolution were a New York Heart Association functional class < II, a left atrial appendage thrombus size < 1.6 cm², a left atrial spontaneous echocardiographic contrast grade of 1, and an international normalised ratio (INR) of at least 2.5. Patients with all of these predictors had a 94.4% chance of complete thrombus resolution (95% CI 84.4% to 98.1%).


Chest pain clinics are effective as well as being a government demand ► The emergency room of a large hospital sees a lot of chest pain patients. Sorting the wheat from the chaff is easier with troponin measurements, but is still a problem. In 972 patients, half attended on days when a chest pain clinic was in use, and half when standard care was given. Use of a chest pain observation unit reduced the proportion of patients admitted from 54% to 37% (difference 17%; OR 0.50, 95% CI 0.39 to 0.65, p < 0.001) and the proportion discharged with acute coronary syndrome from 14% to 6% (OR 8%, 95% CI 7% to 23%, p = 0.264). Rates of cardiac event were unchanged. Care in the chest pain observation unit was associated with a saving of £78 per patient (95% CI –£56 to £210, p = 0.252).


HYPERTENSION

Checking blood pressure every six months is as good as every three months ► How often should the general practitioner...
check your blood pressure? Most guidelines suggest 3–6 months once control is achieved. A total of 302 patients were randomly assigned to follow up every three months and 307 to follow up every six months. As expected, patients in the six month group had significantly fewer visits, but patients in both groups visited their doctor more frequently than their assigned interval. Mean blood pressure was similar in the groups, as was control of hypertension. Patient satisfaction and adherence to treatment were similar in the groups. About 20% of patients in each group had blood pressures that were out of control during the study.
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IMAGES IN CARDIOLOGY

Right ventricular aneurysm following right ventricular infarction

A 66 year old man was referred to our hospital with post-infarction angina. He had experienced an inferior myocardial infarction 21 and 15 years previously, and an anteroseptal myocardial infarction two years previously. He was scheduled for coronary angiography on day 3 after hospitalisation. Left ventriculography showed akinetic inferior and anterior walls, proximal occlusion of the right coronary artery (RCA), occlusion of the circumflex coronary artery (Cx), and occlusion of the distal third at the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery. Intense collateral circulation was observed. Due to the persistence of angina, coronary bypass surgery was indicated. During surgery, after opening the pericardium, an abnormality was found in the anterior wall of the right ventricle. Near the right ventricular outflow tract an aneurysm was observed (left upper panel). Four saphenous vein grafts were used for the RCA, LAD, Cx, and diagonal revascularisation. The right ventricular aneurysm was not corrected. At the end of the procedure there was no difficulty weaning the patient off cardiopulmonary bypass. There were no postoperative complications; the patient was discharged seven days after the operation and is doing well eight weeks postoperatively. Echocardiography (right upper panel) and magnetic resonance imaging (panels A and B) performed on day 15 postoperatively confirmed the right ventricular aneurysm. To our knowledge this patient is the third case to be described in the literature and the first directly visualised.

Gradient echo magnetic resonance image of the right ventricular aneurysm in diastole (A) and systole (B). (A) Diastolic image demonstrates focal thinning of the right ventricle wall (arrow). (B) Systolic image showing lack of thickening of the right ventricular wall (arrow).
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